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SCHOOL HOURS 
8:45am – 11:00am 

11:00am – 11:20am - Recess 

11:20am – 1:00pm 

1:00pm – 1:30pm - Lunch 

1:30pm – 2:50pm 

Early Close - Thursday 

2:30pm 

 

Assemblies will 

change to  Friday 

afternoons @ 

2:00pm for Term 2 

& 3. 

PH: 9277 1642 

Rivervale.ps@education.wa.edu.au 

 

 

       

HONOUR STUDENTS 

We included 4 more students onto the “Honour Roll” for 2017. Badges       

were presented to Shayden Michael, Health Steffert, Susan Pickett and        

Rain Mendoza. Well done to these children — they should feel extremely 

proud. 

 

 

As part of our plan to become a Super Safe School we have handed 

out a Safety House handbook this week to all children. Staff have been asked 

to go through this book with all children. If you could do the same then the 

safety message will be amplified. There will be more information on safe   

travel and Safety Houses over the year. We have had an area of the school 

modified so that we can do some very explicit teaching of road safety. This  

area along with changes to our bike and scooter movement policy will be         

unveiled very soon. 



RIVERVALE SCHOOL COUNCIL 

We had our first meeting 2 weeks ago with our new School Council. Thank you to all those who nominated 

and welcome to our new council members; Danni Bertanees and Vicky Greenhalgh. The school council is made 

up of staff, parents and community members. The members are Monica Meakins (School Council Chair),      

Will Pascoe, Danielle Bertanees, Vicky Greenhalgh,  Mark Burns and Brenna Hodge. 

At the meeting we discussed the upgrades to the school, the performance management of staff, our        

“Super Safe School” program, the community art project, the crosswalk, school funding and the purchase       

of new interactive screens for classrooms. 

 

WRITING MODERATION 

This week the teachers at Rivervale engaged in a writing moderation session. We took a recent sample            

of the children’s writing (persuasive text) and moderated or marked these samples with a colleague.                 

The idea behind this is that it allows teachers to make judgements for assessment with feedback from          

another member of staff. We are preparing to provide you with a comprehensive report of how your child      

is achieving at the end of this term. Please contact staff if you have any queries. 

 

GOLF 

This Wednesday we saw the return of our awesome golf program run by Mr Mostyn Farmer and sponsored    

by Golf WA. This year the program is for Year 3 and 4 students. It is being run as a part of the children's     

Health and Physical Education program. Mr Farmer has kindly agreed to run a lunchtime program for all      

students  every Wednesday and an elite program for our past golfers on every alternative Wednesday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Community Art     

Project 

 

Our amazing group of parents led by 

artist Charlotte O’Shea have been 

working hard creating some          

wonderful  pieces. The art will be   

unveiled in the next ten weeks.  

 

 

 

Kindy 2018 

Please spread the work that we are now taking new enrolments  for our kindergarten program for 2018. 

 

TLC3 Raymond Mackrill, Leonidas Russell, Rudrayan Sheoran 

Room 9 Lillian Casey, Belcim Diken, Krishnendu Thattadathu 

Room 7  Eva Dodd, Kamika Gilkinson, Tyrese Leatau 

Room 5 Kiya Edgill, Zeeannah Morrison, Alexander Pascoe ,Annika Smith 

Room 6 Tansy Boyce Rhian Mendoza Vincent Ugle 

Room 2 Dhana Basdeo, Divine Perez 

Room 1 Ethan Emery, Johaness McCoy, Nantha Thing 

“Just Sold! 

-125 Kooyong Road, Rivervale 

-67 Newey Street, Rivervale 

If you would like a free appraisal on your property, please 
contact me on 0423 276 674.” 



 

Act: be physically, socially and mentally active! 

Belong: Keep up friendships, join a club,  

join in community events. 

Commit: support a good cause and help others. 

VALUES PROGRAM—FEELING SORRY & SAYING IM SORRY 
One of the main teaching points when addressing the concepts of saying “I’m Sorry” and “Feeling Sorry” is to help 
students to differentiate between the internal, subjective state of genuinely feeling sorry (a feeling) versus the 
external manifestations related to the behaviour of saying one is sorry. (a behaviour).  

Firstly feeling sorry can mean any of the following three things: 

1. feeling apologetic and regretful – “I feel sorry that I did that”. The feeling that is expressed may be remorse, 
ashamed, regret or guilty. 

2. feeling sympathy and compassion for another with no responsibility implied –“I feel sorry that your friend has 
moved away”. The feeling that is expressed may be compassion, sympathy or concern. 

3. feeling miserable with sorrow —“I feel sorry for myself”, “I feel sorry that my pet has died”. The feeling that 
may be expressed may be sad, upset or miserable. 

The facial expressions for these three different feeling states are all different, but they all reflect subjective states 
of feeling genuinely upset. As a student develops in their social and emotional development the differences in 
this concept will seem more apparent. On the other hand, the behaviour of “saying I’m sorry” provides much 
greater variation of meaning. One can express sorrow for any of the three feelings listed above but one can also 
express sorrow or regret without any of these accompanying feelings. This can lead to confusion for a student 
when they are told by an adult to tell other people that they are sorry, as if the behaviour is equivalent to the 
feeling. This behaviour of feeling sorry is sometimes expressed in order to prevent getting into trouble and       
consequently the true feeling is not expressed.  Sometimes,  ”I’m sorry” is said in order to get someone to act 
differently but it doesn’t necessarily mean that feeling sorry is how they feel. The use of tone of voice, body      
language and facial expression are all important clues for the genuineness of the saying “I’m sorry”. Within the 
PATHS program students are taught the difference of politely and impolitely saying “I’m sorry”.  Role plays are 
used to demonstrate the affect of body language, tone of voice and facial expressions. Students are then            
encouraged to identify how they felt in each of the situations. Within the feeling faces students are able to      
identify that sorry can be a comfortable or an uncomfortable feeling. The critical development tasks of the early 
to middle childhood phase are the consolidation of self concept, establishment of loyal friendships, effective 
same gender peer group functioning and real world competence.  


